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There is life on all planets, even Mars.   

Mars was once like Earth; both were hit by meteor showers. The Earth healed, Mars didn’t. 

Everyone on Mars has Super Strength, Super Speed and Super Flight. We use these powers to 
leave our planet, find meteors, break them down and bring back to help Mars heal.  

For 30 years Mars has been at war with Pluto. They have Super Laser Eyes, Super Lightening and 
Super Invisibility. Our kind are called Mars’, they are called Bars’! 

I work in a team as a Fighter and Collector finding Meteors to bring home. 

One day while gathering pieces of a meteor to bring home, I heard a shout.  I turned and saw 
nothing. Then as I was turning to leave, out of nowhere a laser came and almost hit me. Then I saw 
them, Bars! 

Using our Super Strength and Super Speed we threw the Meteor pieces at them, knocking them 
out. We were taking them back to Mars when they woke up and used their Super Invisibility and we 
lost them. Then a Laser came right at us, and knocked my friend out. This kept happening until I 
was the only one left. 

I had an idea, I used my speed to fly in a circle really fast, the lasers came but they couldn’t hit me 
and one by one I knocked them out. I woke the other Mars’ up and we trapped the Bars’. 

We asked them why they kept attacking us. It turned out they needed meteors to help Pluto heal but 
they didn’t have our abilities to break down the large ones. 

We decided to work together to break the meteors and share them so we could help Mars and Pluto 
to heal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


